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MANTRA 
after Newton Armstrong 
 
 
To say it as simply as possible, Mantra, as it stands, is a miniature of the way a galaxy is composed. 
When I was composing the work, I had no accessory feelings or thoughts; I knew only that I had to 
fulfil the mantra. And it demanded itself, it just started blossoming. As it was being constructed 
through me, I somehow felt that it must be a very true picture of the way the cosmos is constructed, 
I’ve never worked on a piece before in which I was so sure that every note I was putting down was 
right. And this was due to the integral systemisation - the combination of the scalar idea with the idea 
of deriving everything from the One. It shines very strongly. 
 
 
Karlheinz Stockhausen 
 
No other composer has had such influence on 20th- and 21st-century (classical) music than Karlheinz 
Stockhausen. By the same token, no other composer has divided opinions more: visionary to some, 
utterly deranged to others... Regardless, he redefined music through his work and continued to do 
so: one of the most remarkable qualities of Stockhausen’s work as a composer is that he never 
repeated himself but kept on reinventing his musical language. 
At the start of his career, Stockhausen focussed on serialism*, as envisioned by Arnold Schönberg. 
He had studied in particular the music of Anton Webern thoroughly. Then there were a number of 
years, mostly the second half of the sixties, in which Stockhausen attributed much importance in his 
work to chance and coincidence. Together with Pierre Boulez, Stockhausen was one of the first to 
have experimented with this chance music* or ‘aleatoric music’ as he referred to it. 
Then Mantra came in 1970, another turning point in Stockhausen’s composition style. With Mantra, 
he returned to a systematic approach in which music is constructed very rigorously and meticulously 
in keeping with his serial music from the fifties. 
 
Serialism 2.0 
 
When Stockhausen left behind chance music and went back to serialism, it wasn’t a clean return to 
an older concept. Quite the contrary, starting with Mantra, Stockhausen explored the possibilities of 
the serial principle further. Instead of repeating what he did in the fifties, he continued to build on it. 
This means he no longer wrote purely abstract music, but also allowed melodic elements as well as 
extra-musical elements (his mysticism), allusions to tonal harmony and influences from theatre. 
The new element Stockhausen introduced in his work, starting with Mantra, was the ‘formula 
technique’. The principle is as simple as it is ingenious: one serial – and furthermore melodic and/or 
contrapuntal* – input (in the words of Stockhausen a Tonformel, a sound formula) constitutes the 
basis of the entire piece. This concentrated, serially arranged mini composition can stand on its own, 
independent, but at the same time it determines the melodic, rhythmic, dynamic and structural 
evolution of the rest of the composition, including playing style and even gestures and movements 
of the musicians. 
 
 
 
 
 



Mantra, basis of the formula technique 
 
In Mantra, the formula is the mantra. The formula consists of the 13 notes with their articulation and 
their mirroring: 
 

The 13 notes of the mantra (first staff, piano 1) with their inverse (second staff, piano 2) 
 
 
The first and final notes are the same to allow cycles and repetitions of the formula. The serial 
character, however, is only one aspect of the formula (or in this case the mantra). The core formula 
is also constituted by the 13 variations of the dynamic and 13 different articulations or playing styles: 
each of the formula’s 13 notes must be played with certain accents, trills, keystrokes, tremolos, a 
connection to a previous or following note, and so on. The core formula is thus the foundation, the 
blueprint for the entire work. 
The work as a whole consists of 13 cycles, always dominated by one of the 13 notes from the 
foundation mantra and their playing styles. In turn, each cycle has 12 mantras, also determined by 
the corresponding note of the foundation mantra. The first four chords of Mantra use all notes of the 
formula. From this core cell, the work develops systematically in terms of pitch, metre, timbre and 
rhythm. In all, the mantra returns 84 times, each time in a different capacity. 
 
Blueprint of the cosmos 
 
Stockhausen’s ‘formula technique’ may appear to come down to the ancient, conventional practice 
of “theme and variations” or even the typical German tradition of ‘motivic development’ that goes 
on to build on a basic motif. 
However, this doesn’t take into account a fundamental trait of the formula technique and of Mantra 
in particular. In Mantra, the relationship between the whole and its constituent parts is (to use 
Stockhausen’s own words) “galactic” rather than “botanic”. This means there is no elaboration or 
development of the basic material as is customary but rather it is projected, as it were, on scales of 
varying size. Elements of the core theme resonate in certain measures, phrases or entire passages. It 
allows the different layers of the scales to which the formula returns to give shape to the entire 70-
minute work. Processes of expansion and contraction of the formula’s different building blocks are 
key in Mantra. As such, the melodic element of the mantra returns 12 times, with the distances 
between the tones in the basic formula becoming increasingly extended. The same is true for the 
time element: a repetition of the mantra sometimes lasts only a few seconds, at other times several 
minutes, depending on the extent to which the formula is extended. Stockhausen emphasised these 
expansions and contractions of the basic formula with his use of electronics:  the composer has 
worked out the composition in such detail that the piano and the electronic sounds (produced 



through ring modulation*) can find each other at points of consonance and subsequently move away 
from each other again towards points of dissonance created with microtonality. As is the case with 
rhythmic and melodic expansions and contractions, these movements of consonance and dissonance 
also unfold on different scales. 
The structure and the texture of the entire work are shaped by the accumulation of different 
repetitions of the mantra, at several levels. Stockhausen has furthermore constructed these 
repetitions – or rather projections – of the basic formula such that there is a contrapuntal relationship 
between the different scales of varying reception. 
 
More than a system 
 
In his lectures and publications, Stockhausen always highlights the systems in his music. This likely 
contributed to the image of Stockhausen’s music as being ‘objective’ or ‘mathematical’. However, as 
is demonstrated by Mantra, as a listener you are not aware of the system behind the music; Mantra 
is – and that is where the genius of Stockhausen lies – more than a particularly refined, complex 
construction. The contrapuntal patchwork of repetitions of the mantra or basic formula reveals a 
surprising wealth of ideas. The continuously changing combination of elementary building blocks 
leads to a constantly changing listening experience, one that is constantly speaking to the imagination 
thanks, in part, to a whole range of sound effects created by the electronics. And because of the 
continuous expansion and contraction of the basic formula, the work gives the appearance of 
breathing, giving it an organic quality in spite of its mathematical foundation. 
What’s more, the unique, extremely meticulous structure of the work, with its different scales and 
dimensions, makes – somewhat paradoxically – for an intuitive experience, and an ambiguous one at 
that: there is a continuous sense of movement, of direction while, at the same time, time in Mantra 
seems to have come to a standstill because of the continuous repetition. It makes listening to the 
work an almost meditative, mystical experience – precisely the original purpose of mantra recitation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VOCABULARY 
 
Contrapuntal 
Relating to the counterpoint: musical technique in which multiple, equivalent melody lines are 
superimposed on each other and played simultaneously. 
 
Serialism 
Composition technique based on a series of notes or tones that are strictly defined beforehand. 
Serialism evolved from Arnold Schönberg’s twelve-tone technique of the early 20th century. 
 
Chance music 
Music that deliberately enters elements of chance and unpredictable factors into it. 
 
Ring modulation 
Electronic sound technique in which two sound sources are multiplied so as to create a third 
composite tone based on the frequencies of the source tones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN MANUAL 
 

à born in 1928 in a village near Cologne 
 

à next to John Cage, Pierre Boulez, Luigi Nono and Iannis Xenakis, one of the most important 
avant-garde post-WWII composers 
 

à is one of those composers about whom there are many myths, often inspired by his own 
behaviour and comments 
 

à studied under Olivier Messiaen 
 

à was friends with the Belgian composer Karel Goeyvaerts 
 

à devoted himself to serial music in the 1950s together with Pierre Boulez 
 

à Boulez called Stockhausen ‘the greatest composer alive; the only one I consider an equal 
partner’ 
 

à was also subject of much criticism, for instance from György Ligeti 
 

à wanted to use his music ‘to change the face of the world and shape truth, life and reality’ 
 

à ‘spatialisation’, the active use of space in music, was an essential element of Stockhausen’s 
art from the very beginning 
 

à was one of the first composers to introduce electronic elements to classical music 
 

à as of the late fifties and into the sixties, elements of chance and coincidence become 
fundamental principles in his work 
 

à also published a series of articles on music theory in this period 
 

à loved orange sweaters 
 

à as of the seventies, all his work is based on formulas of thirteen tones, starting with Mantra. 
With it, Stockhausen allowed ‘melody’ again in his creations 
 

à still in the seventies, extra-musical elements and particularly a personal mysticism, played 
an increasingly important role in the creative process. Good examples include Mantra, Inori, 
Sirius and especially the immense opera Licht. 
 

à has influenced countless artists, ranging from classical music (e.g. Stravinski, Ferneyhough, 
Rihm, etc.) to jazz (e.g. Miles Davis, Herbie Hancock, Charles Mingus, etc.) to pop and rock 
(Frank Zappa, The Who, Pink Floyd, Björk, Kraftwerk, etc.) 
 



à came up with entirely new ways of notation for his music. His ‘graphic scores’ are often 
little artworks in and of themselves 
 

à his face was on the iconic cover of the album Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band by The 
Beatles 
 

à was a lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania, the University of California, Davis and the 
Hochschule für Musik Köln 
 

à all his English lectures from 1972 are available on YouTube 
 

à declared that he was from a star in the vicinity of Sirius 
 

à was married twice and has a total of 6 children 
 

à died of heart failure December 2007, in the village of Kürten near Cologne 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BIOGRAPHY 
 
GrauSchumacher Piano Duo 
Andreas Grau and Götz Schumacher have been the GrauSchumacher Piano Duo for many years. In 
1981, at the age of 15, Andreas Grau and Götz Schumacher played together for the first time at the 
suggestion of their music teacher Friedemann Rieger. After their higher studies, they were 
encouraged to form a piano duo again by, amongst others, composers they worked with like Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, Helmut Lachenmann, Wolfgang Rihm and Péter Eötvös. As a duo Schumacher and Grau 
were very successful, performing in halls like the Berlin Philharmonie and the Tonhalle in Zürich, and 
at festivals like the Salzburger Festspiele and the Lucerne Festival. They have forged artistic 
collaborations with the SWR Sinfonieorchester, the Orchestre National de Lyon and the 
Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen Rundfunk, as well as with conductors like Kent Nagano, Andrej 
Boreyko, Georges Prêtre and Zubin Mehta. With their experience of many years, Grau and 
Schumacher are perfectly tuned to each other and have mastered nearly all the great works written 
for piano duo. Furthermore, they aspire to broaden their repertoire even more through commissions 
for arrangements and new work. Composers like Peter Eötvös, Brigitta Muntendorf, Philippe 
Manoury, Jan Müller-Wieland and Luca Francesconi have written new compositions for the duo. In 
the 2017-2018 season, performances by the GrauSchumacher Piano Duo will include world premieres 
of work by Johannes Maria Staud and Vykintas Baltakas. The duo has released more than 20 albums 
with the labels NEOS, col legno and WERGO. 
 
‘Meine erste wirkliche Begegnung mit – damals! – zeitgenössischer Musik war meine 
Begegnung mit dem Stück Mantra von Karlheinz Stockhausen und meine Begegnung 
mit ihm selbst. Wenn Karlheinz Stockhausen über seine Musik sprach, hatte man das 
Gefühl, es gibt nichts Richtigeres.’ 
– Götz Schumacher 
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